Potential reductions in laboratory assay costs afforded by pooling equal aliquots of biospecimens have long been recognized in disease surveillance and epidemiological research and, more recently, have motivated design and analytic developments in regression settings. For example, Weinberg and Umbach (1999, Biometrics 55, 718-726) provided methods for fitting set-based logistic regression models to case-control data when a continuous exposure variable (e.g., a biomarker) is assayed on pooled specimens. We focus on improving estimation efficiency by utilizing available subject-specific information at the pool allocation stage. We find that a strategy that we call "(y,c)-pooling," which forms pooling sets of individuals within strata defined jointly by the outcome and other covariates, provides more precise estimation of the risk parameters associated with those covariates than does pooling within strata defined only by the outcome. We review the approach to set-based analysis through offsets developed by Weinberg and Umbach in a recent correction to their original paper. We propose a method for variance estimation under this design and use simulations and a real-data example to illustrate the precision benefits of (y,c)pooling relative to y-pooling. We also note and illustrate that set-based models permit estimation of covariate interactions with exposure.
Introduction
Health-related research studies often require expensive laboratory assays of biospecimens to measure continuous biomarkers such as cytokines or endocrine disruptors. The notion of physically pooling specimens before assay has received considerable attention as a design strategy because it offers cost reduction, improved efficiency, and sample conservation, and can reduce the fraction falling below the assay limit of detection by pulling levels toward the mean. Concomitant statistical research has enabled the analyst to validly extract information from pooled measurements (e.g., Dorfman, 1943; Emmanuel et al., 1988; Kline et al., 1989; Lan, Hsieh and Yen, 1993; Brookmeyer, 1999; Schisterman and Vexler, 2008; Schisterman et al., 2010; Tebbs et al., 2014) .
A potentially important epidemiologic application of specimen pooling is the use of biomarkers measured on pooled specimens as predictors in multivariable regression models of disease risk. A fundamental assumption is that the assay measures the arithmetic mean of the biomarker concentrations for the specimens included in the pool. The statistical goal is to construct a model applicable to measurements on pooled specimens that estimates the same risk parameters as would a corresponding model applied to measurements on individual specimens. Weinberg and Umbach (1999; hereafter, 'WU') were the first to address this problem. They established that, for studies involving a disease that follows a logistic model for risk among individuals, a suitable pooling strategy induces a corresponding set-based logistic model with the same risk parameters. They showed that the set-based model loses little statistical power compared to an individual-based analysis. All predictors, whether measured on pooled specimens or on individuals, enter set-based models as sums across individuals in the pooling set.
An important aspect of a set-based approach is the partitioning of subjects for construction of disjoint pooling sets. In general, one defines pooling strata and forms pooling sets by randomly assigning individuals in each pooling stratum into pooling sets. WU's set-based models use offsets (predictors treated as having a known coefficient of 1.0) that reflect the allocation of individuals to pooling sets of different sizes, focusing on pooling sets formed within strata defined by disease status. We call this outcome-based pooling strategy "ypooling."
An important limitation associated with y-pooling, however, is that one cannot accommodate interaction terms involving the predictor that was assessed on pooled specimens, fundamentally because a sum of products does not equal a product of sums. Consequently, WU recommended an alternative pooling strategy for analyzing such interactions: creating pooling sets within strata defined jointly by disease status and any categorical covariates C considered potential effect modifiers. We call this strategy "(y,c)-pooling."
The primary purpose of this paper is to examine the potential efficiency benefits of (y,c)pooling over y-pooling for set-based logistic analyses when either the variable(s) in C are confounders or the investigator wishes to retain flexibility to assess possible interactions between variables in C and the exposure. We hypothesize that increasing the homogeneity within pooling sets (and the heterogeneity between them) would increase the precision of set-based estimates. If so, (y,c)-pooling, which uses more subject-specific information in pool allocation, should provide more precise estimation than y-pooling.
Variance estimation, however, is not straightforward. Because C is a random variable, the numbers of individuals and of pooling sets in each (y,c) stratum are random. Thus, modelbased estimates of standard errors derived assuming fixed offsets are too small for any parameters whose estimates depend critically on the offsets. We provide two bootstrap-based approaches to estimate standard errors.
We use simulations to evaluate the proposed methods and assess efficiency benefits. Finally, we illustrate the approach using data from a substudy of the Collaborative Perinatal Project (Hardy, 2003; Whitcomb et al., 2007) , where the goal was to associate cytokine levels and other subject characteristics with the risk of spontaneous abortion.
Methods

Risk model for individuals
Consider a binary outcome Y, a continuous exposure variable X, and a T-dimensional set of covariates C (e.g., possible confounders) that are of interest. Covariates may be continuous or categorical; if categorical, we code the variables in the models as 0-1 indicator functions of category membership. We use the following notation to specify the assumed logistic risk model for individual subjects:
(1) (i=1, …, k; j=1, …, g i ; t=1, …, T). Here, i indexes the pooling set, j indexes the g i individuals within pooling set i, and t indexes covariates. Inference concerns the individuallevel parameters of model (1), with the challenge being that exposure (X) is not measured individually but in pools.
Construction of pooling sets
For y-pooling, the outcome determines two pooling strata; for (y,c)-pooling, the outcome and selected covariates jointly determine the pooling strata. Denote the number of individuals in each stratum as n y for y-pooling or as n yc for (y,c)-pooling. For either pooling strategy, one must also specify pooling partitions based on the sets of pool sizes to be used within each pooling stratum. The list of possible pooling-set sizes is often the same for every stratum. Set-based models require that the corresponding Y=1 and Y=0 partitions within each C stratum have at least one pool of each selected pooling set size. Denote the number of pooling sets of size g in each stratum as m yg for y-pooling or as m ycg for (y,c)-pooling. Notice that g×m ycg is the number of subjects allocated to pooling sets of size g in stratum (y,c), which we denote as n ycg . The investigator randomly partitions subjects in each stratum into pooling sets according to the specified pooling design, ensuring at least one pool of each desired size in every (y,c) stratum. Of course, a pooling design may specify that some pools have g=1, i.e., a single specimen (see Section 4).
The WU approach to set-based modeling
WU used a convolution-based argument to derive their set-based logistic model for risk, assuming that risk in individuals obeys a logistic model and that the individuals in a pooling set are random realizations from their outcome category. Although WU present their formal models without multiple covariates, the arguments readily generalize, so we employ model (1) to illustrate their approach. The predictors in these set-based models are sums of exposures or of individually-ascertained covariate values across members of the pooling set. Both y-pooling and (y,c)-pooling create pool sets that are matched on the outcome. Let Y i =1 or 0 for a "case" or "control" pooling set. Further, let
; the observed value of x i• for pooling set i is the measured exposure concentration in the pooled specimen multiplied by g i . Finally, let , that is, the sum of the measured values of the t-th covariate across the g i individuals in pooling set i. WU focused on the retrospective (case-control) sampling design where, even for individuallevel logistic models, the intercept cannot be estimated without external knowledge of the relative sampling fractions (Prentice and Pyke, 1975) . WU showed that, under y-pooling, model (1) implies the following set-based logistic regression model:
( 2) where in practice one estimates the offset as ln(m 1g i /m 0g i ) where m 1g i (m 0g i ) denotes the number of case (control) pooling sets of size g i . Note that m 1g i and m 0g i must both be positive to avoid infinite offsets. In (2), β and γ are identical to the corresponding parameters in (1) and are estimated consistently using set-based analysis; however, α* in (2) differs from α in (1).
As discussed by WU, interactions between exposures measured on pools and other covariates are not estimable through y-pooling. To allow set-based estimation of an interaction between exposure (X) measured on pools and a categorical covariate (C) measured on individuals, WU proposed (y,c)-pooling. Within pooling sets created for (y,c)pooling, the categorical covariate is homogeneous and, because it enters the model as a category indicator variable (i.e., being either 0 or 1), the product of the common indicator value in a pooling set and the pooled-exposure sum equals the sum of the products of the corresponding individual values. WU (1999) , however, erred in presenting their set-based model for (y,c)-pooling. The offset they specified was incomplete so that estimates of the covariate main effect (γ) would be biased (though the exposure effect β and covariate interaction effects with exposure would be estimated consistently). This flaw, addressed obliquely by Saha-Chaudhuri and Weinberg (2013, pg. 129) and specifically by Lyles and Mitchell (2013) , was corrected by Weinberg and Umbach (2014) .
WU approach for (y,c)-pooling
Mimicking their original y-pooling convolution argument and explicitly conditioning on accrual (denoted by A) of individuals, Weinberg and Umbach (2014) derived an appropriate offset for (y,c)-pooling for a single binary covariate (C) that interacts with the exposure variable (X) that is subject to pooling. The offset readily generalizes to accommodate (y,c) pooling with multiple categorical covariates C (which may or may not interact with exposure) as follows:
(3)
where subscripts on C and A are suppressed, being the same for all individuals in pooling set i. For fitting, one replaces the theoretical representation of the offset in (3) for pooling set i with the sample-based version:
(4) where n 1c (n 0c ) denotes the number of individuals in the pooling stratum for Y=1 (Y=0) with covariate values c, and m 1cg i (m 0cg i ) denotes the number of Y=1 (Y=0) pooling sets of size g i in the same stratum. Thus, under (y,c)-pooling in practice, the WU set-based model corresponding to individual-level model (1) is:
As in (2), the parameters β and γ in (5) are identical to the corresponding parameters in (1) and are estimated consistently using a set-based analysis. In this case, the asterisk on α in (5) is needed only under outcome-dependent (e.g., case-control) sampling (see Section 2.5). Interactions between categorical covariates and the pool-based exposure could be included in (5) as was WU's original intent; the same offsets apply.
In an unpublished technical report, Lyles and Mitchell (2013) proposed inverse propensity weighting (IPW) to alleviate bias induced by the incorrect offset for (y,c)-pooling in WU (1999) . Their approach led to alternative offsets that are algebraically equivalent (in large samples) to those in (4). We use the offsets in (4) in what follows, however, consistent with the original development by Weinberg and Umbach (1999) .
Accommodating cohort or cross-sectional sampling in set-based models
WU (1999) focused on the case-control sampling design. Nevertheless, the argument in their 2014 erratum does not require outcome-dependent sampling and the offsets in (4) and model (5) for (y,c)-pooling apply more broadly. In particular, they point out that the bias implicit in the intercept α* in model (5) depends on outcome-specific accrual probabilities but is zero for designs where accrual is independent of disease status. This includes prospective designs in which subjects are followed disease-free for the same length of time or present with disease before that time, and to cross-sectional designs that target adjusted prevalence odds ratios. Under such designs, (y,c)-pooling permits valid estimation of all parameters in model (1), including the intercept. Hence, precision gains for estimating any such parameters (and functions of them, such as prevalences within subgroups) play into the potential overall efficiency benefits of (y,c)-pooling.
For y-pooling under the aforementioned prospective or cross-sectional designs, the WU (1999) offsets in (2) yield invalid intercept estimates (but valid estimates of other parameters). Suppressing the conditioning on covariates in the WU erratum (2014) yields an appropriate correction. Thus, for valid estimates of intercepts as well as other model parameters under y-pooling for these additional designs, one modifies the offsets in (4) by dropping the c subscripts.
Variations on (y,c)-pooling
To this point, we have focused on model (1) and implicitly assumed that all covariates in C are categorical and indexed by dummy variables to define (y,c)-strata. In practice, however, one may wish to include some covariates in model (1) that are not used for (y,c)stratification. Consider the following extension of model (1) under (y,c)-pooling (i.e., the pool allocation process ignores Z):
In the corresponding extension of model (2), the sums of the covariates in Z enter the model just as do the sums of the covariates in C. Further, because the Z's are not utilized for pool allocation, no new offset-based correction is required in the set-based model corresponding to (6) to restore valid estimation of the coefficients ψ (or β). The model can thus be fit using the offsets in (4), which materially affect the estimates of (α,γ) by restoring their consistency.
Next, consider the situation in which one or more of the covariates measured in advance and then used for defining pooling strata are continuous. Some discretization of such continuous covariates is required for (y,c)-pooling (WU, 1999; Lyles and Mitchell, 2013) , perhaps most logically based on marginal sample percentiles (e.g., the median or quartiles, depending on available total and stratum-specific sample sizes). If interactions are not a concern, including those continuous covariates (and not the discretized form used for pooling) in the model should improve model aptness and efficiency. Thus, we consider the situation where continuous covariates are discretized only to allocate subjects to pooling sets, but they enter the set-based models as continuous, again by summing across values in each pooling set. For example, suppose gender and age (in years) are the covariates involved. Age could be divided into two groups at the median so that there would be 8 (y,c) strata based on the outcome, gender, and dichotomized age. Random pooling would proceed within each unique (y,c) stratum, and the set-based counterpart of (6) would be fit using offsets r cg i and with any continuous C's still entering as sums of the non-discretized levels across individual members of the pool. This analysis can be justified using the WU approach as illustrated in Appendix 1.
Standard error calculations
Our recommended analytical approach subsequent to (y,c)-pooling is to fit a set-based logistic model, using the offsets r cg i in (4). Because the pooling stratum-specific sample sizes (n yc ) vary across repeated samples and the probabilities in (3) are estimated from the data, the offsets are subject to sampling variation. Estimated standard errors (SEs) obtained directly from the fit of set-based models (5) and (6) will thus be biased downward for estimates that depend fundamentally on the offsets, i.e., for estimates of the intercept and the main effects of any covariates used in constructing (y,c)-strata. For these potentially biased estimates, we propose to adapt bootstrap procedures (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) to calculate adjusted standard errors (SEs).
Specifically, we have developed two bootstrap-based approaches to SE estimation, each of which begins as follows. Letting s denote the number of distinct covariate (C) strata, define N = (N 01 , N 02 ,‥,N 0s , N 11 , N 12 , ‥,N 1s ) as a random vector of stratum-specific sample sizes, of which n=(n 01 , n 02 ,‥,n 0s , n 11 , n 12 , ‥,n 1s ) is the realization observed in the data. For each of B replications (we took B=50 in our example and simulations), we first generate a new set of n yc values from a multinomial (G, p) distribution, where p=n/G and G is the total number of individuals in the study. For each such replication, we recalculate the offsets defined in equation (4) using the original sample size for each new draw from the multinomial, and use these new offsets in fitting the poolwise logistic model to a new set of data using one of two approaches.
Here we detail the first approach, recommended when all covariates in C are categorical and no other covariates are included in the logistic regression so that equation (5) gives the structure of the corresponding poolwise model. Our strategy in this case is to apply a version of a parametric bootstrap designed to replicate a joint distribution for the individual-level (y,c) data and the pool-wise exposure data. We illustrate this strategy here in the setting of a single binary covariate (C), so that s=2 and there are a total of 4 (y,c) strata; however, it extends immediately to more general (y,c) stratification settings with multiple categorical C's, assuming the n yc 's are all of reasonable size.
After recalculating the offsets as described above, we randomly form pooling sets within each resulting (y,c) stratum while targeting the same distribution of pool sizes as in the corresponding stratum in the original study. For each such pooling set, we then generate a new poolwise exposure (X i ) based on the following multiple linear regression (MLR) model:
where y i and c i each take the value 0 or g i depending on the (y,c) stratum, g i is the size of the ith regenerated pool, the distribution of the errors ε i is N(0, g i σ̂2) and the values ψ̂0, ψ̂1, ψ̂2, and σ̂2 come from a weighted least squares (WLS) regression of the original observed poolwise exposures versus the original observed (g i , y i , c i ) with no intercept and weights equal to 1/g i . This WLS regression is highly efficient due to (y,c)-dependent pooling and loses no validity due to such pooling since y and c are conditioned upon in the model (Mitchell et al., 2014) . The poolwise logistic model is then fit to each of the B resulting sets of data (g i , y i , x i , c i ), using the recalculated offsets corresponding to each set. Adjusted SEs to accompany the original data-based α and γ estimates are obtained as the square roots of the sample variances of the corresponding estimates across the B replications. Note that if any interaction(s) between X and one or more covariates in C are to be included in the logistic model of interest, then interaction(s) between Y and the same covariate(s) should be included in the above MLR model for X.
As mentioned previously, the above approach improves estimation of standard errors for coefficient estimates that are fundamentally changed by the use of offsets, namely, the intercept and the main effects of any covariates used in constructing (y,c)-strata. For the remaining estimates (e.g., β in (5) and (β,ψ) in (6)), we recommend reporting and basing confidence intervals (CIs) upon the unadjusted model-based SE from the fit of the set-based model. Use of bootstrap SEs for these estimates may be sensitive to deviations from the assumption of normal errors in the MLR model for X, and thus is not recommended (additional simulation results not shown). In contrast, the parametric bootstrap SEs for estimates fundamentally changed by the offsets continued to perform reasonably well in empirical experiments with right-skewed errors, as did the unadjusted SEs for estimates not fundamentally changed.
For the cases covered in Section 2.6 in which there are one or more continuous covariates in C and/or not all covariates are involved in the pool allocation process, we recommend an alternative nonparametric bootstrap procedure described in Appendix 2. We revisit our advice there regarding when to use the bootstrap, and we note in passing that similar bootstrap procedures could be implemented for y-pooling to obtain a corrected SE to accompany the intercept estimate.
Simulations
We conducted simulations in a manner mimicking cross-sectional sampling and used SAS software (SAS Institute, Inc., 2008) to generate data and to fit individual and set-based logistic models. We provide specifics regarding data generation in the footnotes to Tables 1-4. In each simulation run, the same individual observations were allocated randomly to sets using both (y,c)-and y-pooling strategies. For simplicity, if a count in a given stratum was not divisible by a desired pool size, a small number of individual observations were omitted at random to maintain equal pool sizes. Table 1 summarizes simulations to compare pooling and analytic strategies, when model (1) contains a single binary covariate. The methods considered include Method 1: y-pooling (2 pooling strata) and fitting the set-based model in (5) using the offsets in (4) after dropping the "c" subscripts; Method 2: (y,c)-pooling (4 pooling strata) and fitting model (5) with the offsets given in (4). Simulation conditions are detailed in the footnote to Table 1 , with 2000 runs generating data for 1000 individual subjects in each simulation. 500 pools of size 2 were targeted in the first simulation, 250 of size 4 in the second, and 500 pools of mixed sizes (125 of size 4, 125 of size 2, and 250 individual samples) in the third.
Binary covariate
The key finding from Table 1 is that (y,c)-pooling produces more precise coefficient estimates than does y-pooling, as evidenced by the reduced empirical standard deviations displayed in parentheses. This gain is especially evident for the coefficient γ corresponding to the covariate (C) utilized in the pooling process, for which very little efficiency is lost relative to the complete data analysis based on individual assays (cf. top row). More detailed results are shown in conjunction with (y,c)-pooling, in order to illustrate key points about standard errors made in Section 2.7. In particular, the numbers in parentheses in Table 1 correspond to empirical SD's. Those in brackets reflect mean unadjusted SEs derived directly from fitting the set-based model, while those in braces are averages of adjusted SEs via the parametric bootstrap approach of Section 2.7. As expected, without adjustment the estimated SEs are much smaller than the empirical SDs. SEs associated with the estimated exposure coefficient (β) are the exception, as recalculating the offsets has little effect on β̂ (and no effect when all pool sizes are equal). Mean adjusted SEs come close to matching empirical SDs in each case, and Wald-type CIs based on these SEs approximately achieve nominal 95% coverage. For β, we calculated these CIs using unadjusted SEs. Table 2 clarifies precision gains obtained through (y,c)-pooling for cross-sectional scenarios examined in our simulations. The primary entries in the table are the empirical relative efficiencies of (y,c)-vs. y-pooling for estimating each model parameter (α, β, γ), as well as for estimating prevalence among those with X=0 and C=1. Numbers in parentheses provide the percentage of simulation runs in which the standard error accompanying the estimated exposure effect parameter (β) was smaller under (y,c)-as opposed to y-pooling. Under each pooling design, the simulations also examined the impact of the magnitude of marginal association ('none', 'moderate', or 'high'; see Table 2 footnotes) between exposure (X) and the binary covariate (C) used in (y,c)-pooling. In every case (for a total of 36 parameters estimated), precision under (y,c)-pooling was better than under y-only pooling (i.e., relative efficiency > 1). In addition, there is a tendency for larger relative efficiency benefits with larger pool sizes (i.e., for pools of size 4 as opposed to size 2 or a combination of sizes 1, 2 and 4). With few exceptions, relative efficiency increased at least slightly within any given pooling design as the marginal X-C association increased. Table 3 summarizes a repeat of the simulation from Table 1 involving pools of size 4, but with a much smaller overall sample size (N=300). We continue to observe reasonable performance in terms of bias and empirical SDs for estimated model coefficients. In particular, note the heightened precision benefit apparent with (y,c)-as opposed to y-pooling Lyles et al. Page 9 Biometrics. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 September 01.
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Author Manuscript with respect to estimation of all three model parameters under smaller sample conditions. Table 3 also demonstrates considerable improvements in bias as well as precision obtained by applying a small-sample bias correction approach (Firth, 1993) when fitting the set-based model (2) with the offsets in (4). This approach is readily available using an option in the SAS LOGISTIC procedure (SAS Institute, Inc., 2008), and has particular appeal here since pooling reduces effective sample size. Corresponding estimated SEs were obtained as described in Section 2.7, where we also implemented the Firth bias correction when fitting the model at each bootstrap replication.
We report further empirical observations in the Web-based Appendix (Tables A, B , and C). Table A summarizes simulations similar to those in Table 1 for pools of size 4, except we varied the magnitudes of the assumed β and γ coefficients to see whether they were related to the precision gains possible via (y,c)-as opposed to y-pooling. Table B , analogous to Table 2 in the main text, provides empirical relative efficiency information to accompany Table A . When β or γ was large in absolute value (1 and −1, respectively), (y,c)-pooling was markedly more efficient than y-pooling. When both coefficients are small (0.25 and −0.25, respectively), y-pooling was nearly as efficient as (y,c)-pooling. However, in the latter case, y-pooling yielded estimates nearly as precise as the no-pooling estimates, implying little room for improvement. Nevertheless, precision continued to be at least as good under (y,c)as opposed to y-pooling for estimating every parameter in every scenario studied. This is noteworthy given other reasons to favor (y,c)-pooling, e.g., to retain flexibility to account for effect modification by one or more variables in C.
Using a continuous covariate or ignoring a covariate in the pooling process
The simulations summarized in Table C of the Web-based Appendix are designed to illustrate scenarios discussed in Section 2.6 [see model (6)]. In both scenarios, a continuous covariate Z is included in the logistic model of interest but is not utilized for pool allocation. We utilized a binary covariate C in model (6) for pooling in the first scenario. In the second, we dichotomized a continuous covariate C at its median to allocate individuals to pools, but modeled C as continuous.
In Table C , we found little difference in precision between (y,c)-pooling and y-pooling when estimating the coefficient (ψ) corresponding to a covariate (Z) that was not utilized for pool allocation. However, (y,c)-pooling improved precision for estimating other model coefficients (especially the covariate main effect γ), regardless of whether C was binary or continuous. SEs estimated using the nonparametric bootstrap procedure (Appendix 2) came close on average to the empirical SDs and yielded near-nominal CI coverage. Note that we used unadjusted SEs obtained from the fit of the set-based model (6) to construct CIs for the β and ψ coefficient estimates, and these coverages are compatible with nominal rates.
Example
Collaborative Perinatal Project substudy data
The Collaborative Perinatal Project (CPP) recruited pregnant women in the U.S. between 1959 and 1974 to examine associations between exposures and pregnancy outcomes (Hardy, 2003) . In a nested case-control study of stored serum from the CPP, cytokines were measured in participants who experienced a spontaneous abortion (SA), along with controls (Whitcomb et al. 2007) . Covariates include demographics such as age, race, and smoking status. We analyze race (C 1 ; black vs. Caucasian), smoking status (C 2 ; yes vs. no), SA (Y) and the cytokine monocyte chemotactic protein 1 (MCP1; X). Controls were matched to cases by gestational age at specimen collection, but that variable showed no appreciable correlation with exposure (MCP1) levels. We thus carried out a standard, rather than conditional, logistic regression analysis (Breslow and Day, 1980) .
In the ancillary study, data on SA, race, smoking and MCP1 were available for 672 individual women. Of these, 307/672 (46%) had a SA. Considering known risk factors, 316/672 (47%) smoked and 191/672 (28%) were black. For an illustrative data analysis, we implemented artificial y-and (y,c)-pooling by summing individual-level cytokine assay measurements within hypothetical pooling sets so that results can be compared across the two strategies.
Exploratory data analysis using the data with individual MCP1 measurements suggested a possible interaction between race and MCP1 exposure with a marginally significant association between MCP1 and SA among Caucasian mothers. In contrast, there was little evidence of an association with exposure in the overall model without the race-by-MCP1 interaction. Consequently, we consider the following two models:
Artificial pooling process
We conducted artificial y-pooling within SA strata only and artificial (y,c)-pooling within (SA, smoking, race), i.e., (Y, C 1 , C 2 ), strata. Our strategy was to form pooling sets of size 4 within each pooling stratum, resorting to singles (pooling sets of size 1) when necessary. Table 4 shows the resulting numbers of pooling sets and singles within each of the 8 (Y, C 1 , C 2 ) strata. To avoid infinite offsets, we included 4 singles in Stratum (0,0,1) even though the number of subjects (56) in that stratum is divisible by 4. This allocation was necessary because Stratum (1,0,1), which contributes to the same offsets, contained some singles.
To ensure the same number of pooling sets under both pooling strategies, we conducted random y-pooling as follows. We randomly created 75 pooling sets of 4 along with 7 singles for Y=1 (n=307) and 89 pooling sets of 4 along with 9 singles for Y=0 (n=365). Thus, we had a total of 180 hypothetical assays under either pooling strategy, potentially offering over 70% cost savings compared to the 672 assays required to measure MCP1 on each individual. The sum of the MCP1 measurements for the four individuals in a pool was taken as the assay value for the "pooled" specimen (measured value times pool size).
Results
The top half of Table 5 shows results for Model a) based on the individual data (672 assays) and based on the 180 pooling sets produced under the two strategies described above. We used the offsets given in expression (4) when fitting the set-based logistic models for y-and (y,c)-pooling. We fit all models using the LOGISTIC procedure in SAS (SAS Institute, Inc., 2008) . We report unadjusted standard errors (SEs) obtained directly from LOGISTIC output for all parameters estimated under no-pooling and y-pooling, and for the exposure (β) estimate under (y,c)-pooling. In the latter case, we favor the unadjusted SE due to some evidence of right-skewness in MCP1 values (see Section 2.7). Given that both covariates (C 1 and C 2 ) were binary and utilized for pool allocation, we computed adjusted SEs to accompany the α, γ 1 , and γ 2 estimates under (y,c)-pooling using the parametric bootstrap approach described in Section 2.7. We provide no SE for the estimated intercept (α) for ypooling, as the parameter is of little relevance in this case-control study and the offsets change in repeated sampling so that the unadjusted SE is underestimated. One could employ a similar bootstrap approach to rectify this issue in practice.
The individual data and both pooled analyses agreed well in terms of point estimates and interpretation. Specifically, standard Wald tests suggested a trend toward a deleterious effect of smoking on the odds of SA, and a highly significant positive association between SA status and black ethnicity. The estimated SEs suggest minimal efficiency loss despite the reduction from 672 to 180 hypothetical MCP1 assays. As in the simulations, we observe potentially improved precision with (y,c)-compared to y-pooling. In this example, the individual-data coefficient estimates were also generally closer to those obtained under (y,c)pooling than to those obtained under y-pooling, in accord with our expectations; however, standard errors are large.
The results under Model b) using the same pooling sets as with Model a) again showed a close general agreement between the coefficient and SE estimates based on the individual data (672 assays) and the pooled data analyses (180 hypothetical assays) ( Table 5) .
Considering possible trends, Wald tests suggested a marginally significant association between MCP1 exposure and SA among white mothers (p=0.08 and p=0.07 for individual and pooled data, respectively) and a marginally significant interaction between race and MCP1 exposure (p=0.10 and p=0.08). For the pooled data analysis, we report adjusted SEs based on the bootstrap approach in Section 2.7 in conjunction with the estimated coefficients (α, γ 1 , γ 2 ) associated with variables used to construct the pooling strata. We report unadjusted SEs for the estimated coefficients (β, δ), given the right-skewness in MCP1 levels. We provide no results for model b) for y-pooling, as (y,c)-pooling is essential for estimation of exposure-by-covariate interactions.
Discussion
For an expensive assay, the savings associated with pooling can be substantial. Pooling can also help to conserve irreplaceable biospecimens while enabling inclusion of study subjects who have little sample remaining and would otherwise have to be excluded and could potentially be informatively missing. Weinberg and Umbach (1999) proposed a set-based logistic regression analysis when using pooling to assess continuous biomarker levels in case-control studies. They focused on y-pooling, but suggested (y,c)-pooling for studying interactions. The current article focuses on (y,c)-pooling (with C potentially multivariate) and offers analytic extensions relevant to this important logistic regression scenario, with the goal of enhancing the potential benefits of pooling in epidemiologic studies. We found that (y,c)-pooling, followed by fitting a set-based logistic regression model with appropriate offsets and corrected standard errors, can ensure validity of estimated model coefficients and corresponding inferences.
We explored potential precision benefits of (y,c)-pooling for estimation of coefficients (β and γ) corresponding to main effects of the pooled exposure X and covariates C. Precision gains associated with (y,c)-pooling would extend the benefits of the method beyond the assessment of possible interaction effects between X and C that was recognized by WU. Tables 1-3 in the main text and Tables A-C in the Web-based Appendix demonstrate how efficiency can be improved by (y,c)-pooling. Interestingly, we find that precision benefits under (y,c)-as opposed to y-pooling for estimating the exposure parameter (β), while smaller, persisted even when X and C were marginally independent ( Table 2) . It is worth noting that if (y,c)-pooling was conducted at the design phase but one ultimately decided to exclude a covariate in C from the logistic model (e.g., on the assumption that it was not a confounder), then we recommend ignoring that covariate when calculating the offsets in (4). Failing to do so could lead to bias in the estimate of β. Limited simulation studies suggest that β may be more precisely estimated by leaving such a variable out of the model (and offset calculation). However, it is generally safest to include all pool allocation covariates in the model and offset definition unless one is willing to assume that one or more are nonconfounders.
We also observed that (y,c)-pooling requires the use of offsets based on probabilities whose estimates are subject to sampling variation. Because the model applied does not capture that variation, unadjusted model-based standard errors for estimated coefficients tend to be too small. We provide bootstrap-based adjusted standard errors for this purpose, with parametric (Section 2.7) or non-parametric (Appendix 2) resampling recommended depending on whether or not all covariates are binary and utilized in the pool allocation process. These approaches work well based on confidence interval coverage in our empirical studies evaluating the performance of set-based logistic regression coefficients under (y,c)-pooling (Tables 1, 3 , A, and C). We also make clear that (y,c)-pooling accommodates continuous covariates via discretization at the pool allocation stage, while still allowing their inclusion in the model as continuous (e.g., Table C ).
Our simulations demonstrate the importance of the offsets to be used when fitting the setbased model subsequent to (y,c)-pooling. We noted that the WU offsets (as corrected in 2014) can be applied to sampling designs other than case-control, such as a cross-sectional study designed to assess prevalence odds ratios. As illustrated in the CPP example, the coefficient estimation methods we have described readily accommodate X by C interaction terms. The caveat is that such interactions must involve categorical covariates and those covariates must be among those defining (y,c)-pooling strata. For simulation results supporting the use of a propensity probability-based definition of offsets for the purpose of modeling X by C interaction, see Lyles and Mitchell (2013) .
We expect set-based analyses that use (y,c)-pooling to behave well in situations where the overall and stratum-specific sample sizes (n yc ) are reasonably large. To ensure this, one may be best served by targeting pooling sets of small to moderate size and avoiding overly fine stratification by using only covariates of high interest for pool allocation, such as known confounders or potentially important effect modifiers such as race or sex. Although (y,c)pooling allows the flexibility of a range of pool sizes (g), we suspect that using approximately the same predominant pool size and maintaining a similar pool size distribution within each (y,c)-stratum is desirable. An investigator should consider the stratum-specific sample sizes (n yc ) when planning what pooling sizes to use. One useful possibility is a "hybrid" design where some individual assays together with larger pool sizes are included within each stratum (Schisterman et al., 2010) . Given that empirical studies such as ours can only consider a range of sample size, pool sizes, and true coefficient settings, simulation experiments targeted toward the application at hand may be useful at the design stage before physical pooling of specimens. Such a simulation experiment would likely be most useful when the investigator has at hand all of the covariate data and is at the point of selecting the overall partition to be used in forming pooling sets. To this end, versions of the simulation programs used to produce the results in Tables 1-4 under (y,c)dependent pooling are available from the authors by request.
To handle the scenarios discussed in Section 2.6, we base our approach on nonparametric bootstrapping as suggested by writing the joint distribution of (X, Z, Y, C) as f(X, Z | Y, C) ×p(Y,C), where Z is the vector of covariates that are not used in forming the pooling strata and C is the vector of covariates that are used, together with Y, in forming the pooling strata. The second term is accommodated by regenerating the n yc 's as in the proposed parametric bootstrap approach described in Section 2.7. For each such regenerated set of n yc values, we define corresponding regenerated n ycg,b values (b=1,…, B) targeting the same proportions (n ycg /n yc ) as in the original data, rounding as necessary to mimic those proportions and then rounding n ycg,b to the nearest integer divisible by g. We then select a total of n ycg,b /g pools with replacement from among the original pooling sets of size g in stratum (y, c). The complete set of pooling sets so selected at the b th replication is then analyzed via model (6), applying the b th set of regenerated offsets. Adjusted standard errors (SEs) to accompany α and γ estimates from the original data are obtained as the square roots of the sample variances of the corresponding estimates across the B replicates.
The approach described in Section 2.7 was applied to obtain adjusted SEs for the example and for simulations summarized in Tables 1-3. The nonparametric bootstrap approach described here was applied for simulations summarized in Table C of the Web-based Appendix. While we report mean bootstrap-based SEs in all reported simulations, we used unadjusted SE estimates for CI calculations stemming from the fit of a set-based model to the original data when those estimates corresponded to predictors that were not used in the pool allocation process or to X×C interaction terms. Specifically, we favor unadjusted standard errors accompanying the β coefficient estimates in models (5) and (6), the ψ estimates in model (6), and estimates of coefficients corresponding to X×C interaction terms in such models (see Section 2.7). (1) Table 3 Simulation results to compare pooling strategies with a single binary covariate and small overall sample size *, † Table 5 Parameter estimates (standard errors) when fitting Models a) and b) to CPP data for 180 artificial pools (164 pools of size 4, 16 singles) * SE's for y-pooling are unadjusted (see Section 2.7); y-pooling is not applicable when models include interactions with a pooled exposure variable. † SE's for (y, c 1 , c 2 )-pooling (with exception of SEs corresponding to β̂ and δ)) adjusted using parametric bootstrap approach (Section 2.7).
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